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There is now a new reach of river in Bayfield Park, running between the Lake and the brick tunnel into which 
the river had been diverted and undergrounded in the period 1890-94 by Sir Alfred Jodrell. After many months 
in the planning, the practical work started on site in the last week in July, with the marking out of the designed 
course of the new channel. Heavy plant machinery then worked continuously until the completion on the 22nd 
September, when the river was turned into the sinuous new course. Before then gravel had been placed at 
intervals to create the riffles along the whole length. The article in the centre pages describes the creation of 
the new river channel.

This has been a remarkable project, where some 1km of ‘hidden’ river has been returned to the meadow 
surface to give about 1.2km of a naturally functioning river, no longer trapped in a large drain as it had been for 
some 120 years. We are not aware of anything done on this scale before in England. Our past experience makes 
us confident that the disturbed areas of the meadow will soon ‘green-up’; and before long the river bank edges 
and the river bed itself will be colonised by aquatic plants, which will be supplemented by some transplanting 
from other parts of the river. The river engineering design and site implementation of this was carried out by 
Professor Richard Hey, and the project overall managed by Tim Jacklin of the Wild Trout Trust, both being on 
site for almost the whole of this eight weeks of work. The same team carried out the work at Hunworth in 
August 2010, and while much in common, there are differences which reflect those of the two sites,

At Hunworth a series of designed new lengths of channel were ‘knitted in’ to sections of existing river channel. . 
The ‘redundant’ lengths of existing river were back-filled at their ‘top-end’, and left open at the lower end to 
form a backwater to the re-aligned river channel. There was a major rescue operation before work began to 
catch all fish in the whole stretch, record them, and return to the river downstream. There was also a major 
re-connection of the river with the flood-plain meadow.

At Bayfield at 1.2km, there was longer and continuous length of new channel. No rescue fish rescue operation 
was required.  There was a partial re-connection of river and meadow, as on the east side, in a severe rain 
event, river flood water must not spread into the Lake. Instead  a spill-way will take ‘excess’ flow into the brick 
tunnel, which remains untouched because it has both a heritage interest and hosts a bat colony. This has been 
a spectacular project, ground breaking in more than the literal sense. As Sir Alfred Jodrell might have said, not 
likely to happen again on the Glaven in a 100 years.

Bayfield: The New River
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 Sir Alfred Jodrell succeeded to Bayfield Hall and estate in 1882. He was a man of energy and  with ambition to 
improve the estate, had the financial resource to do so, and was later to extend into new build and renovation of 
Glandford, and later again, to the renovation of a number of local churches. For the first twenty years he 
concentrated on the estate and the annual entries to a ‘works’ diary show the Lake was a major interest from the 
start, and with it the parkland area in which it was set. This diary starts upon his succession, and continues after 
his death in 1929. 

The diary provides much insight to the history of Lake and Parkland, but is also of interest at a wider level. It 
shows very clearly how water borne silt getting into our lowland rivers is not a new problem arriving with the 
advent of intensive agriculture, it goes back a long way; and that the human demands made on our rivers can 
lead to conflicts of interest, albeit then at a local level, but now also national and global.
The diary entry for 1883 indicates that the lake had been developed along the original course of the river, and 
this is made clear by many subsequent entries. At 1883 we have ‘there are exactly 11 acres of water from bridge 
to sluice’, ‘the mud was at least 9 feet deep in front of Hall’, and it was supposed not to have been thoroughly 
cleaned out for a 100 years prior to this’. Taken literally this time scale would place the creation of the Lake a few 
years before the 1797 Faden Map of the County. This map however shows the river then as a single line as in the 
rest of the Glaven, albeit less sinuous and perhaps also somewhat thicker. Given the context of the time, the Lake 
likely started with a broadening at deepening of the river behind the dam opposite the Hall. The ‘broadwater’ was 
then extended upstream to where the sluice is now, perhaps over some decades.

The entry for the year 1883 also states that cleaning the Lake of the deposited mud was begun in October 1982 
and was not completed until October 1883. ‘It was taken in hand by Charles Jubley of Briston at 110 pounds per 
acre, but he failed to get it out for that money it costing about 100 pounds more than estimate’. So something 
else not new, the estimate of £1,210 had a cost over-run;   but at 9% it would be nice to contain to that level on 
say Government expenditure on new computer systems. It remains though that the £1,210 was a substantial sum 
of money then, and as now the removal of silt from a river is an expensive business. Prevention is better than 
‘cure’; and the ‘cure’ may not last very long, as Sir Alfred was to find out. Also still very relevant to river problems 
today.

The diary makes very clear at 1890 that the ‘cure’ did not hold for long. The entry starts with the usual brief 
comment of salient fact, but then expands into an angry tirade about the neighbour upstream.  We have firstly 
‘New cutting was made for water to pass down, making river into lake – Owing to great depth which had to be 
cut to reach right level it was found necessary to build brick tunnel to prevent banks slipping in – this tunnelling 
has been accomplished at the cost £2.18s per yard – (300 yards were done this year). (While the river ran 
through the Lake, it was as often referred to as ‘river’ rather than ‘lake’, but with the coming of a bypass cutting, 
it changes to ‘lake’).

Mr Cozens-Hardy’s Mud

Alder trees: timber to hand

Digger support for pool creationCompleted woody structures

Diversion of River in the 1890’s
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Water Vole.  A refugee

Mr Cozens-Hardy’s Mud

The tone of the diary then changes. ‘The reason for 
this cutting being made is to prevent Mr Cozens-Hardy 
sending his mud down into the lake whenever his mill 
dam at Letheringsett gets choked, he not caring to be 
at the expense of clearing it out. He, after lake has, at 
great cost, cleaned out, flushed his mill dam at 
midnight, sending mud down in such quantities that it 
killed most of the trout, Sir A. Jodrell had, that same 
year bought from F. Custance Esq, besides the 10,000 
sent to him as present from Fish Association’. 

Sir A Jodrell threatened to take proceedings against Mt 
Hardy – but since - much to his regret – was 
persuaded by his friends to content himself with a 
friendly arbitration. The meeting took place at Sir A. 
Jodrells Home Farm, E Bowyer Sparke Esq 
representing Sir A. Jodrell and J A Hardcastle Mr 
Cozens Hardy. 

One witness came forward and stated that he had 
been employed by Mr Hardy and his tenant to throw 
the mud into the middle of the stream so that when 
the gates were lifted, they would get rid of it’. The 
outcome was a small compensation of £18 due from 
Mr Hardy, and the implication this was because  ‘Mr 
Hardy’s party flushing down a large quantity of water 
at the very time the judges were viewing the damage 
in order to hide it as much as possible’.

It behoves any owner of the Bayfield property to be on his guard against the Hardy family for since this 
affair in connection with the river, they have claimed the North Fence in Heardly Lane – a Fence owned by 
the Jodrell family for over a 100 years and from which the late Major Jodrell felled and carried away trees 
but owing to his successors not keeping up their rights they have not only claimed this Fence, but also a 
large strip opposite Swan Lodge, which runs parallel with Heardly Lane – and from which tenants of 
Bayfield Lodge Farm had for many years mown from grass’.

It took from 1890 to 1894 then attain ’65 more yards tunnelling to river built, thus completing what was 
necessary for river’. Meanwhile in 1992 we have: ‘The River (now Lake) was again claened out from end to 
end, the mud averaging 2 ft, all over the 14 acres – sent down from Mr Hardy’s mill – the dam of which (it 
is supposed) not having been cleaned out for over a 100 years – except by flushing the mud on to his 
neighbours! – The floods have been very heavy this year.

As the Lake was ‘topped-up’ from the sluice at times to compensate for loss by evaporation, the silt 
problem never really went away altogether, the most recent witness being the 2012 suction dredging that 
was required. Also there were problems following heavy rain events as well as from the Mill. The diary 
continues at intervals to lament another load of Mr Hardy silt. This came each time with an entry for the 
particular year simply entitled MUD. 

Footnote: There has always been a potential for conflict between Mill Owners and the interest of Farmers
and Landowners. Letheringasett Mill remains a working mill, and it is this barrier which has most likely 
protected the upper Glaven from the invasive Signal Crayfish. In this we are very fortunate.

Ian Shepherd

Into the brick tunnel
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A Norfolk pond recently restored by a team 
from UCL. The pond now teams with wildlife,
but previously it was choked with trees
and and silt and largely devoid of life 
(photo: Emily Alderton)

Norfolk probably holds more ponds than any other English county with an estimated 23,000 present. Most of 
these ponds are located in farmland, and have their origins as marl or clay pits and in some cases livestock-
watering ponds dug in the 17th 19th centuries. In addition the Norfolk Brecklands are home to some of the 
most amazingly diverse ancient ponds in the UK, namely the Norfolk pingos – ponds that occupy ice 
depressions formed during the last great ice age.

Ponds can provide vital clean freshwater environments in farmland and can be wonderful habitats for aquatic 
biodiversity covering plants, invertebrates, amphibians, fishes, and mammals. Recent pond studies conducted 
by University College London in the Glaven catchment (Manor Farm, Briston) also show high quality ponds to 
be important for farmland birds, likely through the provision of insect food.

 In short good ponds are likely to benefit a whole host of species in farmland landscapes. Nonetheless, 
despite all of this, ponds are threatened by land reclamation, inappropriate encroachment of trees, pollution 
and invasive species. Indeed ponds in Norfolk farmland have been greatly neglected over the last 50 years 
and many have become overgrown with trees or have been in-filled to create more agricultural land - the  
so-called “ghost” ponds. 

The Norfolk Ponds Project (NPP) was launched this June at the Royal Norfolk Show and involves several 
partners: University College London, Norfolk Wildlife Trust, Natural England, Farm Conservation, FWAG, 
Norfolk Rivers Trust, Norfolk Non-native Species Initiative, Norfolk Biodiversity Partnership and the Norfolk 
Freshwater Study Group. 

The project was conceived by Carl Sayer (UCL) and inspired by the wonderful pond conservation work 
undertaken at Manor Farm, Briston, by Richard Waddingham. Through many years of careful management 
Richard has created a network of 40 high quality ponds which are full of species and afford clean water 
habitats in the upper Broads system. The Manor Farm ponds show that pond conservation and intensive 
agriculture can happily co-exist. 

A crucian carp captured by fyke netting 
in a Norfolk Pond. This rare fish benefits 
greatly from pond restoration 
(photo: John Bailey) 

Conserving Norfolk Ponds
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The Norfolk Ponds project aims to reverse the decline of Norfolk’s ponds so that agricultural landscapes contain a 
mosaic of clean water ponds with less ponds overgrown by trees and bushes. It seeks to achieve this by:

- Providing advice to landowners on how best to restore and manage ponds in farmland 
- Establishing a fund that can be used to support practical pond restoration and the re-excavation of 

“Ghost Ponds” lost to agricultural land reclamation. For more information on Ghost Ponds see: 
http://ghostponds.wordpress.com/ 

- Promoting the creation of new ponds, especially in river valley floodplains, where much stillwater habitat 
has been lost in the last century due to drainage schemes

- Integrating ponds into other aquatic conservation projects in Norfolk, especially in rivers, fens and coastal 
areas

- Promoting the conservation of key pond species, in particular threatened and culturally important species 
such as great crested newt, crucian carp, water vole and plants such as stoneworts and pondweeds.

- Educating the public and farmers on the value of ponds in farmland through site visits and open days
- Establishing community pond restoration projects that re-connect landowners and people with Norfolk’s 

ponds

The first NPP pond restoration was carried out this year at Beckett’s Farm, Baconsthorpe (thanks are due to Peter 
Seaman and Paul Marsh of CLC Lee Saxthorpe Ltd.). Two ponds were restored by a team from UCL assisted by 
the Norfolk Wildlife Trust, Norfolk Rivers Trust and the Norfolk Biodiversity Partnership. Our main chainsaw man 
was the tireless and determined Henry Crawley of RGCG and our man with the digger was the brilliant Dominic 
Arnold. Both ponds were subject to major tree, scrub and mud removal and the event was filmed by Eddie 
Anderson, a renowned wildlife film maker who will follow the UCL pond team around over the coming year. 

A Norfolk Wildlife Trust press release and short video covering the event can be found at: 
https://www.norfolkwildlifetrust.org.uk/news/all-news/2014-09-18-pond-partnership-restoration-p 

The  Norfolk Ponds Project

Sept 2014: The same ghost pond 
one year on full of plants and life 
(photo: Emily Alderton)

Sept 2013: An old in-filled 
'Ghost Pond' 
is re-excavated
(photo Phil Brown)

CARL SAYER UCL

http://ghostponds.wordpress.com/
https://www.norfolkwildlifetrust.org.uk/news/all-news/2014-09-18-pond-partnership-restoration-p
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Bayfield Park. Creating a New River Channel 

Heavy plant machinery moved onto 
Bayfield Parkland on the 4th August – two 
powerful tracked diggers, two 10 tonne 
load dumper trucks, and a bulldozer for 
pushing soil around. Work on the creation 
of a new river between the line of the 
brick tunnel and the west side of the Lake 
had begun, the alignment of the new 
channel having been marked out the 
week before. This followed months in 
design work, planning of the operation, 
and obtaining the necessary permissions 
and licences. 
 
The course of the river had been moved 
some 120 years ago, so that it did not 
flow through the Lake, but by-passed it 
by a diversion and under-grounded into 
1km long brick tunnel running parallel to 
the Lake, built between 1890 and 1894. 
The reason for doing this was to avoid 
deposition of silt in the Lake which could 
arrive in great quantities when flushed 
out of the mill pond at Letheringsett, 
causing an abrupt or progressive loss of 
fishing and wildlife quality. 

Our aim was to bring the river to the 
surface again, with a 1.2km of a new 
sinuous channel, naturally functioning to 
improve the free movement of migratory 
fish within the river; and to replace a 
drain with a good ecological quality 
sinuous river of 1.2km length. We would 
also keep the Lake in good condition with 
little or no silt ingress, and have a 
capability by use of a sophisticated sluice 
system to flush through any build-up in 
the Lake of nutrients, especially 
phosphate.

The channel formation, and any 
adjustment of bank and meadow flood 
plain heights, was done in selected 
lengths of new channel working from the 
top, and carried out in stages. First was 
the removal of the top turf layer to a 
depth 12-18”, which gave a clear picture 
of the sinuous course from bank to bank, 
which had been marked out with bamboo 
canes and the centre line with short, stout 
posts. The surface material was kept in 
‘all-turf’ piles, awaiting transfer into the 
dumper trucks and taken off-site to form 
the bottom layer of material to be spread 
on an arable field the other side of the 
road. 

Top end; stripping turf off new channel 

Upper reach; deepening the channel

…. And later down stream

…. And further down stream
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Bayfield Park. Creating a New River Channel 

After completing this for about one third of 
the new course, the diggers returned to the 
top to dig the channel down to the required 
depth. All ‘clean’ soil went in two directions; 
either to the arable field, or to the area 
between the new channel and the lake, where 
it was spread by the bulldozer to give a gently 
rising profile from the east bank towards the 
Lake, the gradient falling again close to the 
Lake. In a flood event river water could not 
rise high enough to enter the Lake. A 
considerable amount of soil was also 
generated by lowering the valley level in the 
places where it was required, mainly on the 
west side of the new channel.

In a large project such as this the 
logistics are important in minimising the 
distances covered by the dumper trucks, 
and avoiding ‘double shift’ of soil. 
Machine costs are high, but on the other 
hand the time to carry out the works is 
measured in weeks rather than years. 
Some 4,100 cubic metres were moved to 
cut the new channel, and about the same 
again in the re-shaping of the ground 
level alongside the channel. 

This was accompanied by constant 
measurement of levels, using a laser 
instrument. The total of some 8,200 
tonnes saw some 6,150 cubic metres of 
soil taken off-site for spreading on the 
arable field, and about 2,050 cubic 
metres were re-used on site.

In cutting the channel a number of sections 
were left until later, so that the machinery 
could cross the new cut channel at intervals, 
again part of the minimum distance approach. 
The tunnel had to be repeatedly crossed, so a 
bridge assembly was put in place otherwise 
there would have been an instant collapse. 
The bridge was set up opposite the gap in the 
wall which provides access across the road. 
Having worked downstream as far as the 
bridge, the machinery then moved to the 
lower end, where the new channel would 
reconnect to open river, and worked back to 
the tunnel bridge. 

The final shaping in the channel was to create 
a series of ‘ledges’ or berms to promote 
growth of rush.

The archeology diggers

Channel profiling to create berms

Berms and Loakeside  ground level profiling

…. and completed at top end
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Bayfield Park. Creating a New River Channel 

As sections of new river channel were finished, 
gravel was laid down at intervals which would 
provide 31 ‘glides’, or ‘riffles’ as more commonly 
known. These areas of faster flow create a habitat 
for spawning trout and for invertebrates.  Some 614 
tonnes of gravel was laid down in lengths which 
varied between 9m and 20m, equivalent to about 
410 cubic metres. The gravel mix was made from 
two grades, essentially from 10mm to 40mm, and 
10mm to 70mm, plus a very small proportion up to 
120mm. Finally in the channel two areas of cattle 
crossing/drink area were made using a bed of chalk 
material, and spaced in upper and lower reach for 
the summer grazing of the redpoll cattle.

The construction work included two important flow 
control sluices, one to meet the any need to make 
good loss of water in the Lake by evaporation, or a 
degree of ‘flush-through’ if phosphate level is 
getting too high to maintain good ecological status. 
This sits within the existing 1890s sluice at the head 
of the Lake. It is simple and elegant in principle, 
with mix-and-match PTFE ‘boards’ with a varying 
number and size of holes; they do not require 
maintenance and no lubrication other than water. 
These can be selected to provide the required 
steady level of flow of water. The same type of 
sluice was also installed to allow a very small 
diversion of water into the brick tunnel, to provide 
controlled temperature and humidity levels in the 
tunnel to support the colony of bats. The tunnel 
remains untouched for its historic interest as well as 
for the bats. Finally there is a slipway in the top 
section. In a severe rain event, flood water will 
divert into the tunnel if there is over-topping of the 
new channel.

The project had to receive a number of consents, 
and a condition for land use planning approval was 
for a heritage and archaeological assessment. 
Records showed one finding of ‘pot-boilers at one 
point in the parkland, albeit some distance from the 
new river course. Pot-boilers go back to pre-Bronze 
Age which stared around 3000BC.  The clay pots 
then were not amenable to direct heat. However 
flint heated in a fire could be dropped into the pot 
and warm the contents. The flint used in this way 
would shatter into smaller pieces and the surface 
would ‘craze’. A find of pot-boilers is not of itself 
overly interesting, but it could indicate the presence 
of other artefacts such as pieces of pottery. At one 
point in the new cut there was what appeared to be 
deposit of pot-boilers, and the archaeologist who 
had written the Heritage Statement was called in. 
They were verified as such, but nothing else was 
found. Their presence and position were recorded.

New channel work, midway

Soil disposal: Bridge over river tunnel

…. To the crest of the wave, arable field

Creating a riffle: the gravel spreaders
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Bayfield Park. Creating a New River Channel 

The new channel at the lower end was 
connected to open water, just downstream of 
the end of the tunnel, on the 8th September, 
which allowed for some back-fill of river water 
in the lower reach. The ‘Opening Day’ was on 
the 22nd September, when the upstream 
connection was made by removal of the small 
area of wall and soil that had been left until the 
last. As the digger cleared this the river began 
to flow down the new channel and was 
followed by those present; watching the water 
as it paused on reaching each of the 31 riffles, 
before attaining the height and momentum to 
move on to the next one. Within two hours the 
flow was such that we had 1.2km of ‘new river’.

Acknowledgements: We wish to thank the 
Norfolk Rivers Trust who provided the financial 
support and encouragement through the Nine 
Chalk Rivers Project. Richard Hey river 
engineering consultant and Tim Jacklin of the 
Wild Trout Trust and project manager we thank 
for the great expertise and experience they 
brought to the planning and implementation of 
such a large and innovative project,  unique in 
its scale and ambition. We also thank the R J 
Squires team, whose practical know-how and  
made a very significant contribution to the 
success of the project (and also for being able 
to ‘hide’ the heavy plant on wedding weekends 
that had been booked into the Hall); and Jon 
Davis of the DutchTech for sluice and spillway 
work. We also thank the Environment Agency 
and District Council for the necessary 
permissions, and archaeologist Heather Wallis 
for the Heritage Statement and field work, and 
information provided by Tom Williamson on the 
landscape of Bayfield Hall. Finally, but most 
importantly, our grateful thanks go to Roger 
and Caroline Combe for their help and support 
for the project as individuals and landowners.

Robin Combe sends a message to all 
RGCG members:

All RGCG members are invited to walk the 
length of the parkland and see for themselves 
this rather astonishing creation of a brand new 
river. You can park at Natural Surroundings 
(and start or finish with a great cup of coffee) 
and walk between the Lake and river, entering 
through the alder carr, from opposite the ram 
pump house. Alternatively you can park at the 
south end of the parkland, by the flint bridge. 
The walk takes about 45 minutes there and 
back, but you will want to dawdle and marvel!

Text/pictures  Ian Shepherd  

Dumper truck feeds gravel from roadside store

Precision placing of the gravel

New cut; to meet river emerging from tunnel

Working upstream to the bridge area
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Open Day 22nd September 2014 

First arrivals Richard Hey and Kay Buxton

Tim Jacklin and Mark (R.J.Squires) Robin takes his turn

Breaking through New channel joined

Going with the flow Hall and Chapel: the flow past
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The Trapping of Signal Cray Fish

Update on Eel Project

Robin Combe has carried out a heroic task in the setting and daily monitoring of traps designed to cleanse a 
pond, and a tributary of the main river, from the invasive and highly destructive Signal crayfish. He produced a 
summary report of this in September, behind which lies a huge effort in time and commitment. Robin reports on 
exactly three years of trapping of the quarter acre pond at Lawn Farm. The total catch was 20,150 signal 
crayfish, and notes were taken on each on sex, size etc.  The daily catch is now greatly reduced, and over the 
past month has averaged just one or two a day; all mature, none small (less than 22mm) have been caught for 
nearly a year now. The population has been massively reduced, but likely can never be to zero. His observation 
is that the insect, amphibian and fish life has vastly increased. There is one large pike in the pond, and a good 
head of perch; so predation by them might control another explosive population increase. He intends to 
introduce a few decent eels, as he believes them to be the most effective predator of tiny signal crayfish. 
The use of the same type of baited traps in adjacent ponds, which have no flow through them other than some 
spring fed dribbles, has yielded no catch of signal. The adapted lobster pot covered with a 10mm mesh has 
proved its worth. They are very robust, easy to use and are very effective in catching all but the tiniest crayfish, 
11mm or below in size. In Watering Lane three small ‘drop’ traps. and one large, were open for two years and 
nine months of the three year period. In that time 891 signals were removed, of which 80% were tiny, around 
15/17mm. These traps collect silt very quickly and need daily cleaning; but next Spring further monitoring will 
take place.

Over the three year period, traps of the same kind of traps were used for a total period of eight weeks in the 
main river, the stretch from Letheringsett Mill to Glandford Ford.  This showed some presence of signal crayfish, 
but very small compared with the numbers in Lawn Pond and Watering Lane. In the period 13 signals were 
removed, 11 males and 2 females, all from 50-70 carapace length; also two large white-clawed, which were 
returned to the river. Any presence of signal is not good news, but the numbers are minimal compared to Lawn 
Pond and the tributary.
 
Robin wishes to record his thanks to the Deterding family and the Letheringsett Estate for their co-operation; 
and the encouragement of Jeff Compton of the Environment Agency for his encouragement and keeping the 
detailed records.

The plan to focus on eel conservation in the Glaven catchment has got off to a good start with the 
construction and season-long monitoring of the elver ‘run’ with an elver trap at Glandford Mill. The aim is to 
assess whether the annual arrival of elvers is reaching the Glaven, and to get some idea of numbers. 
Glandford Mill has had a fish pass recently installed but there were technical problems with making the 
parallel eel pass fully functional. A specially constructed elver trap syphons water over the sluice or barrier 
through piping, and provides a flow of water up which any migrating elvers will swim to bypass the barrier.

The trap along this pipe catches the elvers in a sump that is inspected daily, to count and release them. That 
is the theory. After several modifications with advice from Emily Long of the Norfolk Rivers Trust, a 
functioning trap was set up and tirelessly monitored by Willie Brownlow (who happens to live in the Mill). Very 
many thanks to Willie for his daily descent into the depths of the millrace!

Despite large elver runs being reported around the coast of the UK this year, we had a meagre count. From 
mid-April to late September when the trap was taken down, a total of 8 elvers were observed (all in July and 
August when rains had put the waters up). Various other water creatures were observed in the trap but most 
significant was what initially appeared to be a shore crab that had crawled up the pipe, but later identified by 
experts from the photograph as a Mitten Crab. 

This is the first record on the Glaven for this invasive (origin China) crab that has colonised many rivers, and 
can be very destructive of banks and wildlife. Let’s hope it is not followed by more. We will be looking out for 
them. Check out their identifying characteristics on-line, plus any crab you catch in dangling a line from 
Blakeney harbour wall.
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The reason for low numbers of elvers could be due to a number of factors, such as our trap design and siting, or 
barriers lower downstream. There could be an issue with the Cley sluice and work by the Environment Agency 
and others is addressing this together with the broader issues affecting the freshwater marshes since the tidal 
surge. Further work with eel conservation and their cultural associations is still in progress, and although the HLF 
bid by the Norfolk Coast Partnership was not successful, further bids for eel projects are in hand. For further 
information or offers of help, please contact Carl Sayer or myself.                   Henry Crawley

Update on Eel Project

 Bayfield Diary WW 1

The Bayfield Estate Diary gives brief but telling entries on WW1. We quote some of these, plus two from pre-
war, and one post-war. Entries were made by year and topic.

1912. Floods. A fearful flood took place with gale on August 26th doing great damage to the cutting which 
gave way and about a thousand load of soil has deposited in the lake. The Post Office end of Letheringsett 
was completely flooded and people boated about the road – nearly every bridge in Norfolk had been swept 
away. Great destruction was done to the trees. The alder carr was a complete wreck and during the flood was 
like a sea – nearly all the fish out of the lake were washed out to low lying land and perished.
1912. Harvest. The longest and worst summer with incessant rain and cold (7.5” of rain falling here in one                
day 26th August) culminated in a bad harvest the men being seven weeks in getting it in.
1914. Horses. Sir A Jodrell’s horses were commandeered by the government
1914. Motor Car. Sir A. J. started a Wolesley motor, the body being built by Messers Howes Norwich.
1914. War. The stables at Bayfield and rooms over were filled with troops and horses – also Glandford reading 
room and other outbuilding being occupied by about 60 men. About 30,000 troops supposed to be along the 
coast and the neighbourhood the invasion scare being so great.
1916. War recruits. Over 40 men went from this estate to join the war, 17 being private servants (gardeners, 
etc) to Sir Alfred Jodrell (– one of footmen – Denis Allen) was drowned on board the “Royal Edward” which 
was torpedoed on way to Dardanelles.
1917. At home. The few remaining workmen have been clearing away the trees and sawing up wood for the 
fires – coal being so scarce. The wages question began to be very serious and much discontent amongst the 
labourers. The tenants on place having much to contend against.
1920. Memorial. Memorial Calvary was placed at the entrance to Glandford churchyard a week before 
Christmas – a gale springing up in night with wind frost and the whole thing collapsed and was smashed. A 
second one had to be carved and the broken cross of the first one was subsequently placed in the remains of 
Bayfield Church.
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